
Our Privacy Policy
This is meant to serve as a preliminary notice of the privacy policy of Visions of Soon
(VoS, we, us, our etc) at the time of the launch of our intended work and publication of
our Visionary content on our website and selectively other social media platforms.
VoS is currently finalizing its privacy policy and this notice is subject to detailed review.
We will be updating our policy from time to time, taking into account regulatory
developments and our own organization’s growth, and will keep it current on our
website.

We are conscious of prevailing and upcoming laws concerning protection of personal
data, such as GDPR, DSG, CPRA etc in the UK, Europe, US and similar legislation
related to this important subject in other jurisdictions, and VoS intends to comply with
requirements as it pertains to our operating model.

VoS is an innovative, artistic, social media platform designed to galvanize positive
climate action.  In our stated work, we interview visionaries working in climate action
right now across the board about what the world would look like if they succeed in
accomplishing their goals. Using professional photography, creative writing, story-telling
and journalism, we depict that better world and discuss exactly what action it will take to
get us there collectively, and how one can help make it happen at the individual level.

VoS obtains consent from visionaries before releasing any of their content publicly,
including any of their personal information. In the process of publishing the visionary
content we expect to build followership of the public and have access to potential
personal information on individuals who follow our content on our website and other
social media platforms. We do not intend to collect, process, transmit or disseminate
this information for marketing purposes to any third party currently. We intend to store
and maintain this information internally, with confidentiality and abide by strict rules of
access to VoS’ staff and any other contracted parties on a need-to-know basis, under
suitable non-disclosure arrangements, and for the purpose of enabling VoS to carry out
and improve on our above mentioned stated work only.

Please contact Madeleine Ary Hahne at mahahne@visionsofsoon.org for any inquiries
concerning this notice.
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